Press Release

Euler Hermes highlights Gulf region growth, export opportunities

DUBAI, UAE -- 17 OCTOBER 2012 -- Under the patronage of His Highness Sheikh Ahmed
bin Saeed Al Maktoum, deputy chairman of the Dubai Executive Council and chairman of the
board of Alliance Insurance, Euler Hermes recently offered insights into global and Gulf
region economic scenarios, and trade credit insurance trends.
More than 120 clients and business leaders from throughout the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) joined Euler Hermes at the Burj Khalifa to discuss developments and forecasts
related to the global economy, emerging export market opportunities and growth risks.
Below are speech highlights from the event:
Ludovic Subran, chief economist – Euler Hermes


As the GCC is both a driver and mirror of the heart of the world economy, it suffers when
the rest of the world does. This includes trade deceleration, fewer investment
opportunities and falling commodity prices.



2013 will be “double or quits” on a macroeconomic level. The euro zone will remain at
bay. The U.S. faces the risk of its “fiscal cliff.” There are also growing concerns in the
BRIC, and the MIST countries (Mexico, Indonesia, South Korea and Turkey ), all of whom
have yet to demonstrate the kind of superpowers they might become.



In 2012, however, the GCC region will post growth of approximately 4.5%, harvesting
healthy fiscal and trade surpluses, primarily built around oil and gas revenues, an
abundance of natural resources and the strong cooperation and trading relationships
between GCC members



Growth trends are also secure into 2013 as the main export partners, India and Japan,
will also continue to grow.

Michele Pignotti, head of Mediterranean Countries, Middle East & Africa – Euler Hermes


Both domestic and external commercial transactions for the GCC region are increasing
significantly - by more than $800 billion to date in 2012



A myriad of new and diversified export opportunities are emerging for GCC-based
business



Within the Mediterranean and Africa region, Italy and South Africa are currently key
markets for GCC export growth. Looking ahead, Turkey and Egypt both offer strong
potential to increase in strategic importance in the coming months.



The main question mark for regional exporters will involve making the right choice about
the safest markets, customers and business development partners. Understanding trade
mechanisms around the world will be key to building a sustainable export revenue
stream.



Over the last six months the credit exposure of GCC-based clients covered by trade
credit insurance increased by over 30% according to Euler Hermes. This evolution
underlines a growing awareness of credit cover as a financial management tool and a
valued element of export growth strategies.

Massimo Falcioni, CEO – Euler Hermes GCC




The global crisis forced companies to take a hard look at their business. Ongoing
changes in the global economy now require them to continually review and revise
strategies, budget forecasts, liquidity and solvency management and cost containment
processes.
Euler Hermes’ scenario foresees solid growth to continue in GCC driven mainly by:
- Petrochemical sector (representing almost the 50% of GDP in 2011), with a capacity
expected to increase by over 40% from currently 73 million tpa (tons per annum) to 113
million tpa at the end of 2015
- Construction sector (set to rebound to pre-crisis levels of Q1 2008) with significant
amounts budgeted for infrastructure projects (new airports within GCC)
- IT / telecom and retail sectors will mark good performance due to demographic growth
and higher per capita income.

The conference also provided participants with the latest update on the Euler Hermes Global
Insolvency Index.
Euler Hermes Global Insolvency Index
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Euler Hermes is the worldwide leader in credit insurance and one of the leaders in the areas of
bonding, guarantees and collections. With 6,000+ employees in over 50 countries, Euler Hermes
offers a complete range of services for the management of B-to-B trade receivables and posted a
consolidated turnover of € 2.27 billion in 2011.
Euler Hermes has developed a credit intelligence network that enables it to analyze the financial
stability of 40+ million businesses across the globe. The Group insured worldwide business
transactions totaling € 702 billion exposure end of December 2011.
Euler Hermes, a subsidiary of Allianz, is listed on NYSE Euronext Paris (ELE.PA) and is rated AA- by
Standard & Poor’s.
For more information visit www.eulerhermes.com
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
The statements contained herein may include statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are
based on management’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could
cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. In addition
to statements which are forward-looking by reason of context, the words "may", "will", "should", "expects", "plans", "intends",
"anticipates", "believes", "estimates", "predicts", "potential", or "continue" and similar expressions identify forward-looking
statements. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation,
(i) general economic conditions, including in particular economic conditions in the Euler Hermes Group’s core business and core
markets, (ii) performance of financial markets, including emerging markets, and including market volatility, liquidity and credit
events (iii) the frequency and severity of insured loss events, including from natural catastrophes and including the development
of loss expenses, (iv) persistency levels, (v) the extent of credit defaults, (vi) interest rate levels, (vii) currency exchange rates
including the Euro/U.S. Dollar exchange rate, (viii) changing levels of competition, (ix) changes in laws and regulations,
including monetary convergence and the European Monetary Union, (x) changes in the policies of central banks and/or foreign
governments, (xi) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, (xii) reorganization measures, and (xiii) general
competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to
occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences.
The company assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement.

